SAFE & SECURE

Security Exchange
A core member of the Chelsea Group Security &
Crisis Management Division, Security Exchange is
dedicated to the provision of specialist
consultancy on a worldwide basis, supporting
corporate, private client, affinity and insurance
markets through effective contingency planning,
the provision of security information, crisis
management and 24/7 response.
In order to offer our clients the very best in
personal security, especially those exposed to the
threat of kidnap, Security Exchange has
developed ‘Safe & Secure’, a comprehensive
personal protection package designed for the
executive traveller or high net worth family
member.
The threat of kidnapping is increasing across the
world; high net worth individuals and senior
executives are no longer the only groups targeted
by kidnappers. Across Latin America and Africa,
individuals from middle and lower-income sectors
of society are often finding themselves victims of
kidnapping. At the same time terrorist groups
such as the Islamic State (IS) and al-Qaeda (AQ)
are using kidnappings to finance militant
operations and for political propaganda.
Our Experience
Security Exchange consultants have extensive
experience in the field of kidnap prevention and

response; and are based throughout the three
main geographical hubs: Europe, Asia-Pacific and
the Americas. Our consultants are well versed in
the local cultures and are fluent in the relevant
languages, thereby ensuring a high degree of
expertise and communication when dealing with
any incident.
The ‘Safe & Secure’ team also offers expert help
in the related specialist support services: crisis
management; crisis communications; government
and law enforcement liaison; and trauma
management, thereby ensuring not only a
professional response to any incident but also a
full post-incident recovery programme which will
expedite the swift repatriation and rehabilitation
of the kidnap victim.
24-hour Emergency Response
The ‘Safe & Secure’ service offers our clients a
24/7, multilingual emergency response facility
across the three principal time zones: Europe, the
Americas and Asia-Pacific. With just one
telephone call, skilled operators will alert our
global response teams and have a specialist
consultant on the ground within 24 hours.
Contact Us
For further information please contact us on:
Telephone: +44 (0)1491 683710
Email: 		
enquiries@securityexchange24.com
or visit:
www.securityexchange24.com

SAFE & SECURE SPECIALIST
SUPPORT SERVICES

Personal Profiling
Skilled profilers will compile confidential data files
which can be used in the event of a kidnap to help
identify the victim, provide urgent medical support
if necessary, and facilitate communications between
the victim and their families, thereby accelerating
their release.

Kidnap Avoidance
The ‘Safe & Secure’ programme can provide
specialist anti-kidnap and hostage survival training
for individuals, their staff and families, thereby
reducing the risk of kidnap and imparting potentially
life-saving skills to those at risk.

Online Security Risk Information
The ‘Safe & Secure’ package includes access to the
InTouch online service which offers our clients a
range of country risk profiles, essential security tips
and a 24/7 enquiry facility to answer any security
concerns they may have.

Crisis Management Team Support
In the event of an incident, Security Exchange
consultants will assist in the selection and training
of members of the crisis management team (or
family negotiation unit). They will also help with
crisis communications, especially where the media
are involved, and co-ordinate liaison with the
relevant government or law enforcement agencies,
if appropriate.

